DATE OF SURVEY: 5 April 2020

LOCAL CONTROL DATA

FROM STATION "NYDOT NETWORK".

MEDIAN CELL, SORTED TO A 30' INTERVAL.

USING VDATUM (VER. 3.5).

-SOUNDINGS ON THIS MAP REFER TO THE PLANE OF MEAN LOWER LOW WATER AS THE GENERAL CONDITIONS EXISTING AT THAT TIME.

SCALE: Suitable for NAVD 1988

US Navy & Passaic River

U.S. Army

New York, New York 10278

LEAD CARTOGRAPHER: J. M. RAZ

REQ. NO./FILE NO.: 4926/D/N1

BENCHMARK: ELEVATION: 7.42' NAVD 1988

P 38 (PID: KV0333) NBAY 2
The data depicted on this map should not be used for volume as the general conditions existing at that time.